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Timothy Friberg

The survey was conducted by Eui Jung Kim and T~othy Friberg,
December 6-16, 1983. We left Ujung Pandang the morning of
December 6 by Daihatsu jeep and spent the night in Polevali. The
bupati's office was contacted to arrange an appointment for the
following morning.

December 7. We were warmly received at the bupati's office by
a clerk and other staff. After some discussion there, we were
taken to see the bupati. It was a cordial meeting. We were given
a map of the kabupaten and letters of introduction to the five
relevant kecamatans of the nine within kabupaten Po~as. Then we
paid a visit to the Department of Education and Culture local
office. From that meeting we left to begin the drive up the road
to Mamas a , going only as far as Malabo, where we spent the night
in the home of the camat of kecamatan Mamasa.

December 8. Having left the jeep in Malabo, we headed west by
foot for Mambi with one porter-guide. Distance 28 kilometers,
travel time 9 hours. In Mambi we met and stayed with the camat
for the night.

December 9. We spent the day in Mambi, getting our presence
squared away with the police, visiting various local people and
the one foreigner in town, Ken George, and generally getting a
feel for the area. Again we spent the night with the camat.

December 10. We left Mambi for Aralle with one porter-guide.
Distance 11 kilometers, travel time 4 hours. We got a wordlist
and filled out a questionnaire. We spent the night with the
kepala desa. We discussed a problem with him of our itinerary not
taking us to the next kepala desa's location (desa Bumal) before
we had already spent several nights in his area of jurisdiction.
The kepala desa of Aralle relieved us by telling us that our
intended path would take us the next day <Sunday) right through
the village where the kepala desa of Bumal always went for Sunday
worship.

December 11. We left Aralle for Saludadeko with the same
porter-guide as the day before and a hansip to accompany us as far
as the desa boundary. Travel time was about six hours, forty
minutes, less some two hours off enroute, distance 16 kilometers.
Enroute we stopped at the church in Kalaha to meet the kepala
desa. He did not come that day, so we gave our letter of
introduction to his brother. Arriving at Saludadeko, we stayed
with the kepala kampung for the night. We got a wordlist and
filled out a questionnaire.

December 12. We left Saludadeko for Tampalopo in the company
of our host of the previous night. Enroute we asked him and bis
party, on their way to the coast, to push on ahead without us.
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The porter went ahead too. We arrived in Tampa1opo after S1X
hours, forty minutes on the trail; distance twelve kilometers. We
stayed at the house of the guru iemaat. In addition to wordlist
and questionaire, we participated in the first of three funeral
services for a small boy who died just previous to our arrival in
the village.

December 13. We left Tampalopo for Tabulahan. Travel time
was six hours, distance twelve kilometers. Enroute at Periangan
we took a wordlist and filled out a questionnaire for the Makki
language (Kalumpang). In Tabulahan we stayed the night with the
kepala kampung, the kepala desa being away. We took a word list
and filled out a questionnaire in Tabu1ahan.

December 14. We left Tabu1ahan for Sodangan with one
porter-guide, stopping to rest at Taora enroute. We stayed the

'night in Sodangan with a husband-wife teaching team. We did not
take a wordlist or questionnaire, but asked many questions.
Distance 21 kilometers, time nine hours, forty minutes.

December 15. We left Sodangan for Tapalina with a
porter-guide. Enroute we changed plans and pushed straight
through to Mambi. Travel distance, 22 kilometers, nine hours
travel time. In Mambi we stayed with the camat again, spoke again
with Ken George and secured horses for the next day.

December 16. We left Mambi for Malabo by horseback in the
company of the kepala of desa Bumal and the horae owners. In
Malabo we made contact again with the camat's family and then
drove down the mountain to Polewali. In Polewali we had light
refreshments, and drove on to Ujung Pandang, arriving at midnight.

Trail conditions in our great circuit were poor to good. We
were rained on three times of no more than thirty minutes total.
In a number of places the trail was pure mud, caused by the rainy
season, but maintained by the heavy jungle overgrowth. Rockiness
of the trails was in many places more grievous than the mud.

Survey objectives and results
One of the survey objectives was to ascertain whether the

dialect situation for the PUS language area was the same as the
Grimeses wrote about in their Languages of South Sulawesi (to
appear). Specifically, whether the two dialects for which they
had no wordlists were indeed within the PUS language or whether
they existed at all. In particular, we sought information ab~ut
dialects named by the Grimeses as Ulunda and Tapango. In the
latter case we were not able to confirm its existence directly,
for our survey stopped short of its goal of surveying the entire
PUS area; that is, we did not visit the southern reaches of the
language area. However, we were told by several people that
Tapango is indeed a dialect of PUS. Its linguistic relationship
to the rest of the language is yet to be determined. In the
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former case, our numerous inquiries as to the location and sta~us
of U1unda were all without affirmative response. Summarizing the
answers of many, U1unda is thought to be either U1u Mandar or U1u
Ma1unda (U1u[ma1u]nda), a dialect of Mandar. Those with knowledge
of the villages west of Mambi town said that the few near ones
were all the same dialect as that spoken in Mambi. Farther west
there is open jungle before the coastal Mandar dialects are
reached.

Ignoring Tapango and discounting Ulunda, we find the
linguistic relationship within PUS to be close to the following:

(Buma1)

Ara11e

Aralle and Tabu1ahan, though separated by intrusive Bambang, are
close dialects (89%) and form one related set. Bambang and its
extension into desa Buma1 are popularly considered to be another
unified set, though we got no word1ist from desa Bambang.
(Sa1udadeko and Tampa1opo, both in desa Buma1, relate at 94%).
Rantebu1ahan and Meha1a'an, though we didn't test them, appear to
be another related set, both in the people's perceptions and
perhaps due to their sharing adjacent tracts of land. Mambi seems
to be without its own clear identify as a dialect of PUS. This
perhaps stems from its being adjacent to all three of the other
sets, Ara1le(-Tabu1ahan), Bambang and Rantebu1ahan-Meha1a'an. The
closest relationship, if one is to be strongest, is probably Mambi
with Bambang. Further, Mambi is the center of the kecamatan in
perhaps every sense but linguistic and the Christianity aspect of
religion (it is the Muslim center). As such there is a mix of
p~op1e in its population from allover the PUS area as well as
from without. Word1ists taken from Mambi would have to ensure
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that not only were the informants born in desa Mambi, but also
their parents.

As shown on the following matrix, the cognate percentage
betweeen Ara11e-Tabu1ahan and Bambang (Saludadeko and Tampalopo)
is low enough (74%) to cause serious doubt as to whether they can
be considered dialects of a single language. The view that we
tentatively suggest, as propounded by field scholar Ken George, is
that perhaps the dialects or languages traditionally grouped as
PUS were already distinct languages that because of outside
pressures grouped together in a defensive arrangement as a policy
of convenience and survival. This alliance later came to be
viewed as a cultural and linguistic entity. This theory needs to
be examined in light of extensive linguistic and cultural research
in the area.

Periangan-74 Tampalopo

72 94 Saludadeko

66 73 74 Aralle

64 74 74 89 Tabulahan

The Makki dialect (kampung Periangan) noted in the matrix is a
member of the Kalumpang language to the north and northeast of
PUS. Some thirteen villages of Makki speakers have moved into the
northern reaches of PUS in the last couple generations.

Locally produced books
In our survey travels we came across two books of interest to

an understanding of PUS. The first is Mamasa a historical,
cultural and tourist commentary on the Polewali-Mamasa district
written by Arianus Mandadung. The second is Ungkapan SejaTah ~
Budaxaan di kabupaten Polewali Mamasa Sulsel by Abdul Azis Samar
and Arianus Mandadung. Note that both books share·one author.

IleligioD
PUS is generally divided between adherents of Islam and

Christianity with some few thousands following traditional
animism, called Maplondo locally. Desas Mambi and Aralle are
predominantly Islam. Bumal, Tabulahan and Bambang are Christian.
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The churches are of GTM CGereja Toraja Mamasa) affiliation and
they look eastward to Mamasa for direction.

Education
Most villages have their own primary school, though in the

more remote villages there are no schools or only schools shared
among several villages. There is an SMP in Mambi as well as a
private SMP in Aralle. Those finishing SMP have to leave the
kecamatan for SMA schooling. We were told at various times that
these students attended schools in Mamuju, Mamas a and Ujung
Pandang. There are Muslim schools in many Muslim towns. There is
general interest in education, but we made no systematic effort to
look at it closely.

Economy

Most villages if not all villages, then desas - are
independent in the basics of food and housing. The family unit
owns or farms either sawah or ladang for rice and other food
needs. We noticed that fresh vegetables were scarce, though
cassava leaves were in abundance. Some corn was evident. Fish,
especially dried fish, seemed to be the basic meat product. Very
few domestic an~als, apart from some chickens (and dogs), were in
evidence. The people eat what they raise. Only coffee is widely
sold as a cash crop. In exchange for coffee, people buy clothing,
some food supplements and basic tools.

There is a revolving market operating in six locations.
Sunday there is no market. Traveling merchants buy and sell at
the markets on this weekly cycle. Pack horses carry their wares.

Geography

The area of kecamatan Mambi is basically mountainous. A
number of rivers drain the area, either generally flowing south or
west to the sea. Indeed pitu U1unna Salu means 'seven river
heads'. These rivers are too shallow, rocky and fast flowing to
be used for transportation within the PUS area. Although many
hectares of forest have been felled for ladang and developed into
sawah through the generations, there are still vast tracks of
virgin forest. The land is rugged enough to make level areas for
airstrips a rare commodity. Trails between villages generally
follow the lay of the land, so travel distances are a great deal
longer than air distances.
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Health aad lledicine

The people often complained of poor health and their
remoteness from healthcare service. 'Poor health' probably means
occasional sickness, for we saw no signs of endemic sickness nor
heard complaints of malaria. There is a clinic in Mambi and a
smaller one in Aralle. North of Aralle there is nothing
available.

Bilingualism

In every village we visited we found speakers of Indonesian,
regardless of how remote we were. But in all cases we were
talking to village leaders, so we don't know the Qepth nor breadth
of bilingualism within village life.

Transportation and communication

The regular Indonesian governmental hierarchy is known and
appreciated right down to the village level. Kepala desas
frequently travel to Mambi for government meetings. Villagers
travel at least as far as the desa capital for marketing. We
frequently noted that men also travel outside the area. Such
travel approximates river flow: in the northern parts of PUS
movement of goods and people is westward to Mamuju; farther south
it is toward Polewali either rather more directly or through
Malabo.

The road from Malabo to Mambi was once open to vehicular
traffic, perhaps only four-wheel drive. It is now passable to
some nine kilometers from Malabo. Continuing on toward Mambi,
there is usually a two-track trail, but at various spots, perhaps
totalling 10% of the way, it is currently impassable to cars.
There was evidence of recent bulldozer work on the road. We were
told that there is a more direct road from the south coast to
Mambi currently under construction. Coming in from the west,
there-is a road from Kaluku on the coast to Kean. Merpati flies
out of Kaluku twice a week. This area is under development, we
were told, in order to service interior Kalumpang. If that is the
case, it seems unlikely that there will be any development on the
PUS side of Kean soon.

Movement within the PUS area 1S either by foot or by pack
horse.

Bousing, research possibilities

In a number of cases it was clearly stated to us that a
longer tera stay by resident linguists would be welcome. In some
villages such a stay would require building a house for a family
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com~ng in from outside the PUS area. In other villages we were
told a house could be rented.

Allocation factors
The single largest allocation factor 1S the question of

dialects. We are happy, on the one hand, that the seven dialects
of the Grimeses' report have been reduced to potentially three,
howbeit subject to much more testing: Aralle-Tabulahan, Bambang,
Rantebulahan-Maha1a'an. On the other hand, the greater linguistic
distance between (at least two of) the three, make allocation
decisions a bit stickier.

Tabu1ahan seems to be regarded in some sense as the original
or central dialect (mythological origins derive from Tabu1ahan).
Bambang, however, is more basic, on first glance, to the
political, social and economic directions of the PUS area.

Another fac~or in deciding on placement is the distribution
af Muslim, Christian and animistic villages. The Bambang dialect
is spoken by some of all three, and probably would give
opportunity potentially to interact with all three subgroups. The
extent that Aral1e-Tabu1ahan and Rantebu1ahan-Maha1a'an is
understood by all three religious groups still needs to be
determined.

Also to be considered is the presence of Ken -George in Mambi
through June, 1985. He requested that SIL not place a team in the
area of his jurisdiction, that is, in desas Mambi and Bambang.

Finally, isolation cannot be overlooked. Without an airstrip
at least for emergency use, any UNHAS-SIL team would be at least
one day's trail time from a main road, in most places two days.
Lakahang, the least isolated of northernwPUS locations and flat
enough to have its own airstrip, has the double disadvantage of
generally being on the fringe of the PUS area and of being too
cosmopolitan, too heterogeneous.

Of the PUS villages which we either passed through or where
we actually stayed a night (Mambi, Aral1e, Saludadeko, Tampalopo,
Tabu1ahan, Taora, Sodangan), any of them but Mambi would be good
locations for an UNHAS-SIL team, at least for the first year or
until the area had been evaluated in greater depth.
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